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Abstract— Mobile Ad hoc Network (MANET) is a new field of communication operating in an extremely unpredictable and 
dynamic environment. These networks are gaining increasing popularity in recent years because of their ease of deployment. A 
MANET consists of collection of wireless mobile nodes that are capable of communicating with each other without the use of 
any network or any centralized administration. In ad hoc networks, routing protocols are challenged with establishing and 
maintaining multi-hop routes with security in the face of mobility, bandwidth limitation and power constraints. In particular in 
MANET, any node may be compromise the routing protocol functionality by disrupting the route discovery process. To achieve 
broad protection and desirable network performance, routing security is unavoidable. In this research work, a secure routing 
protocol for MANET is designed with the countermeasures to reduce or eliminate different types of security vulnerabilities and 
attacks. This paper provides routing security to the Ad hoc on demand Distance Vector (AODV) routing protocol by eliminating 
the threat of Black Hole attack, Wormhole attack, Rushing attack, and Impersonation attack. The proposed solutions are tested 
using Network Simulator2 (NS2), a scalable network simulator. The performance is studied for in various routing parameters 
such as packet delivery ratio, average end - to - end delay and routing overhead and are compared with the AODV and DSR. 
Hence we have  known Cryptographic algorithm such as RSA (Rivest Shamir Adleman)   Algorithm is used for providing a 
secure routing between mobile nodes even in the  presence of malicious nodes .In brief, this paper presents a counter measure to 
overcome Black hole attack. 
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                            1. INTRODUCTION  

The Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs) are part of 

today’s revolution in technology. MANETs are groups of 

wireless devices and nodes that communicate by 

dispatching packets to others or on behalf of another 

device/node, without a central network authority and 

infrastructure controlling data routing. In MANETs, each 

node acts as router/network manager for other nodes. 

MANETs are vulnerable due to their basic characteristics 

which include topological changes, no point of network 

management, restriction of resources, no certifiable or 

centralized authority, etc. Threats to personal and company 

privacy, and assets by attacks upon networks and computers 

continue in spite of efforts of network administrators and IT 

vendors to safe as environments. Secured transmission and 

communication in MANET is a major challenge as this 

network is open to many types of attacks. Understanding 

probable security attacks to MANETs is a serious issue as 

they are targeted by attacks including Flooding attack, 

Wormhole attack, Black hole attack, Denial of Service 

(DoS), Selfish-node misbehaving, Routing table overflow 

attack, Impersonation attack, etc. Earlier studies reveal the 

different attack categories on MANETs like Passive/Active 

attacks, Internal/External attacks and Routing and Packet 

Forwarding attacks. Some of the attacks aim at single nodes 

and others aim at multiple nodes. Malicious and selfish 

nodes are other types of attack which severely degrade the 

security and performance of the 

network.

          

Figure 1: Mobile Ad hoc Network 
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1.1 ROUTING PROTOCOLS 

To ensure delivery of packets from sender to destination in 

ad-hoc networks, a node must create a routing protocol and 

maintain the related routing tables in memory. Routing 

protocols can be categorized as reactive, proactive, and 

hybrid. As of date there are almost one hundred routing 

protocols, most of which are standardized by the Internet 

Engineering Task Force (IETF). This section gives an 

overview of the some of the important ones for each 

category. 

 

1.1.1. Reactive protocols 

Reactive protocols set up routes on-demand. When a node 

wants to communicate with another without a route, the 

routing protocol will try to create route and the Ad-Hoc on- 

Demand Distance Vector (AODV) routing protocol is one 

such protocol [1] (Perkins et al. 2003). The characteristic of 

an AODV is that the topology information is transmitted 

only on-demand by nodes. When a node transmits to a 

particular host of which it has no route, it will create a 

Route REQuest (RREQ) that is passed on to other nodes. 

This leads control traffic overhead to be dynamic which 

results in an initial delay when communication is initiated. 

A route is located when the RREQ reaches either the 

destination or an intermediate node with a valid route entry 

for the destination. The AODV remains passive when a 

route exists between end points. When the route either 

becomes invalid or lost, the AODV will again issue a 

request. 

 

 

 
1.1.2. Proactive protocols 

A proactive approach to MANET routing requires a 

constant update on topology information. The entire 

network should be known to all nodes, in theory. This leads 

to a constant overhead in routing traffic without initial 

communication delays. 

 

1.1.3. Hybrid protocols 

Hybrid protocols combine both proactive and reactive 

approaches. The Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP) is an 

example [2] (Haas et al. 2002). This protocol divides 

topology into zones and uses different routing protocols 

within/between zones depending on their strengths and 

weakness. ZRP is modular and so any routing protocol can 

be used within and between zones. The zone size is defined 

by the parameter ‘r’ which describes the radius in hops. 

Intra zone routing is through a proactive protocol as 

protocols keep updating views of zone topology and so 

there are no initial delays when communicating within zone 

nodes. Inter zone routing uses reactive protocol thereby 

eliminating the need for nodes to be proactively fresh in the 

entire network. 

 

2. SYSTEM MODEL 

SECURITY IN AD HOC NETWORKS 

Apart from reliability and Quality of service, security is also 

an important requirement of ad hoc networks. Many of the 

applications of ad hoc networks are critical and cannot be 

deployed without granting a certain level of security. For 

example, in military applications, it is important that an 

adversary not be able to listen to the commands that are sent 

to the soldier, not to drop the commands so the other person 

doesn’t know about it, not be able to inject false commands, 

and not replay legitimate commands. For certain 

applications that grant access to resources based on node’s 

location, it is critical not to allow any intruder to gain access 

of the location information of the nodes. There are many 

such issues that have to be taken into account when a 

security protocol is designed for ad hoc networks. 

There are several reasons that make security in ad hoc 

networks different and more challenging than wired 

networks. First, in ad hoc networks, the nodes use the 

wireless medium to communicate with each other. Thus, it 

is easy for an adversary to eavesdrop, modify or inject false 

packets as the medium is open instead of physically tapping 

into network wires to gain access. Moreover, in ad hoc 

networks there is no clear line of defense compared to wired 

networks where one can place the firewalls or gateways at 

the entry point into the network to prevent the illegitimate 

access. In addition, nodes in ad hoc networks also act as 

routers and are required to forward packets for other nodes 

in a multi hop manner. Thus a selfish or malicious node can 

choose to drop and not forward packets for others in order 

to either save its energy or to disrupt the network operation. 

There are many different aspects to consider in classifying 

the attacks in ad hoc networks. They can be classified into 

passive and active attacks depending on the involvement 

level of the attacker. In passive attack, attackers do not 

disrupt the routing operation but only eavesdrop in the 

network in order to learn valuable information like network 
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topology, traffic analysis and so on. In an active attack, on 

other hand, the adversaries can modify routing information 

to attract the traffic towards them, or they perform 

modification or deletion of messages, or they drop packets 

and so on. 

Unlike passive attacks, the active attacks affect the normal 

functionality of the network. Another classification depends 

on the domain of the attack. This classifies attacks into 

internal and external attacks. An external attack is caused 

by the external nodes i.e., nodes that do not belong to the 

network. An internal attack is caused by the compromised 

node that already shares cryptographic keys with other 

nodes present inside the network and authenticated to 

participate in network operations. Usually, these attacks can 

cause more damage to the network compared to the external 

attacks that are performed by nodes that are not part of the 

network (Deng and Agarwal 2002, Zhou and Haas 1999). 

External attacks can be prevented by using any standard 

security mechanism. However internal attacks are very hard 

to detect, because it is launched by compromised nodes that 

have been authorized by the victim network. Depending on 

whether the attacker tries to hide his misbehaving actions, 

the attacks are classified into stealthy and non-stealthy 

attacks. Also, the attacks can be classified as cryptography 

and noncryptography related attacks. In cryptography 

related attacks the attacker tries to break the cryptographic 

protocols, for example, using brute force attack to find the 

key used in an encryption system. In non-cryptography 

related attacks the attacker will try to make use of the faults 

in routing protocol design without breaking the encryption 

system. The list of different attacks possible at each layer of 

the internet model is described in the Table 1 . 

Table 1 Security attacks in each layer 

Layers Security Attacks 

Application Layer DOS attack, Repudiation and Data 
corruption 

Transport Layer TCP-SYN Attack, Session Hijacking 

Network Layer Wormhole attack, Blackhole attack, 
Gray Hole attack, 

Byzantine attack, Flooding attack, 
DOS attack, Location Disclosure 

attack 

Data Link Layer Traffic monitoring and Analysis, 
MAC misbehaving 

Physical Layer Jamming attack, Interference, 
Eavesdropping 

 
Black Hole attack: In this attack [2] a malicious makes use 

of routing protocols to misrepresents that it is having the 

shortest and fresh enough route to destination without 

checking the availability of routes and drops the packets 

without forwarding further, thereby degrading network 

performance. 

 

Wormhole Attack: In a wormhole attack [9], an attacker 

receives packets at one point in the network, tunnels them to 

another point in the network, and then replays them into the 

network from that point. Routing can be disrupted when 

routing control message are tunnelled. This tunnel between 

two colluding attacks is known as a wormhole. 

 

Replay Attack: An attacker that performs a replay attack is 

retransmitted the valid data repeatedly to inject the network 

routing traffic that has been captured previously. This attack 

usually targets the freshness of routes. 

 

Gray-hole attack: This attack is also known as routing 

misbehaviour attack which leads to dropping of messages. 

Gray hole attack [8] has two phases. In the first phase the 

node advertise itself as having a valid route to destination 

while in second phase, nodes drops intercepted packets with 

a certain conditions. 

 

Flooding attack: In flooding attack [10] multiple RREQ’S 

are sent from void IP addresses if the scope of the IP 

address is known else random IP addresses are chosen and 

the network is flooded with a large number of RREQ’S 

hence, the name flooding. When flooding attack takes place 

in a particular route the data packets discover the secure 

route and reach the destination. 

 

3. PREVIOUS WORK 

[8] Gupta et al. (2011) analyzed MANET’s Black hole 

attack with Proactive routing protocol i.e. OLSR and 

Reactive routing protocol AODV. Comparisons of Black 

hole attack for both protocols were considered. Attack 

impact on MANET performance is evaluated to learn which 

is more vulnerable and how much the attacks impact both 

protocols. The analysis is on performance metrics like 

throughput, network load and end to end packet delay. After 

many comparisons, Black Hole attack was analyzed with 

regard to parameters including end to end packet delay, 

throughput and network load. 
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[9] Zapata (2002) provides a summary of many approaches 

to security features in routing protocols in mobile ad-hoc 

networks (MANET) describing at the same time, secure 

AODV (an extension to AODV providing security features) 

with a summary of its operation and future enhancements. 

Two mechanisms secure AODV messages: digital 

signatures to authenticate a message non-mutable fields and 

hash chains to safeguard hop count information. Every node 

generating/forwarding route error messages) uses digital 

signatures to sign a full message verifiable by a neighbor 

receiving it. 

 

[10] Khalil et al. (2005) presented A Lightweight 

Countermeasure for the Wormhole Attack in Multi hop 

Wireless Network (LITEWORP), a simple protocol to 

detect/mitigate wormhole attacks in ad-hoc and sensor 

wireless networks. It uses a secure two-hop neighbor 

discovery and monitors local control traffic to detect nodes 

involved in such attacks and also has a countermeasure 

which isolates malicious nodes from the network thereby 

doing with the chance of more damage. 

[11] Kannhavong et al. (2008) proposed a unique 

acknowledgement between two hop neighbours whenever 

the control traffic was successfully received. The proposed 

methodology was able to protect the network from link 

spoofing, wormhole attack without requiring location 

information or the full topology of the network. The 

proposed system was able to achieve higher packet delivery 

ratio compared to standard OLSR. 

 

4. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

In this paper, a cryptographic approach has been proposed 

for secure routing to overcome black hole attack in 

MANETs. In this approach hop count is encrypted using 

famous well known RSA (Rivest Shamir Adleman) 

algorithm. 

Black hole attack occurs in route discovery phase. Basically 

black hole attack is modification of hop and immediate 

response using sequence number in the field of RREQ. 

In this paper we considered a scenario of 6 nodes with 2 

phases of execution: In first phase one of the nodes is made 

malicious by modifying AODV routing protocol and in 

second phase traffic is made flow even in presence of 

malicious node just by encoding hop count since destination 

can decrypt it using RSA algorithm. 

 

4.1 RSA Algorithm 

RSA (Rivest Shamir Adleman) algorithm is public key 

cryptographic algorithm that makes use of 2 keys namely 

public key and private key [5]. 

If here RSA keys do not exist, they need to be generated. 

The key generation process is usually slow but it’s 

performed seldom. It’s involves three step: Key Generation, 

Encryption and Decryption [5]. 

 

Key Generation: Prime integers are used for key 

generation. 

1. N=p*q 

 (N is used as modulus for both public key and private key) 

2. Compute Φ (p*q) = (p - 1)*(q - 1). 

3. Choose an integer e such that 1 < e < Φ (p*q), and GCD 

of e and Φ (p*q) must be 1. 

� e is released as the public key exponent. 

� e having a short bit. 

4. Determine d (using modular arithmetic) which satisfies 

congruence relation. 

d*e =1(mod(Φ (p*q)) 

d is kept as the private key exponent 

 

Encryption: 

Destination node transmits it’s public key (n, e) to Source 

node and keeps the private key secret then source wants to 

send message M to Destination. 

It firstly turns M into an integer 0 < m < n by using an 

agreed-upon reversible protocol known as a padding 

schemes. It then computes the cipher text c corresponding 

to: 

 

C=md (mod n) 

 

Decryption: 

Destination node can recover m from c by using its private 

key exponent d by the following computation: 

C=md (mod n) 

 

Given m, Destination can recover the original message M 

by reversing that padding scheme. 

 

5. SIMULATION/EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

All simulation experiments are developed and simulated on 

an Intel I3 machine using Ubuntu 12.04 LTS with 4 GB 

RAM and the network simulator NS2 version NS- 2.35.  
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In order to measure Packet Delivery Ratio and Routing 

Load, it is necessary to calculate total number of sent, 

received and forwarded AODV packets. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: NAM Console in NS2 

 

 

Table 2: The following parameters for simulation are used  

 

Sr. No. Parameter Value 

1 Simulator NS 2.35 

2 DoS Attack Black hole Attack 

3 Channel Type Wireless channel 

4 Antenna Type Omni directional 

5 The Protocol user AODV,DSR 

6 
Underlying MAC 

Protocol 
IEEE 802.11 

7 Propagation Model Two-Ray Ground 

8 Queue PriQueue 

9 The number of  
Nodes Detected 

Two or more node which 
are dropping packet 

10 Nodes 10 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a survey on the blackhole attacks detection 

methods is made and found that to detect and prevent this 

attack mainly depends on the precise determination of the 

neighbouring information. Most of the detection methods 

are considered the neighbour case of the node. The 

countermeasures for the blackhole attack can be 

implemented at different layers.              

      Since current blackhole detection methods are 

imperfect, a sensor node will have a lot of false neighbours 

under large-scale blackhole attacks. Having many false 

neighbours often causes trouble for many protocols. A 

novel method for the routing security in Mobile Ad hoc 

Network using simple cryptographic algorithms is 

discussed. These proposed methodology was investigated 

on the performance of AODV and DSR with CBR traffic. 

The protocol performance with routing security is analyzed 

and observed that total control overhead is small for lower 

speed and increases to 64% more for higher speed than low 

mobility as the traffic in the network increases from 1 to 20. 

As a future work, the proposed algorithm is to be analyzed 

with respect to delay, speed and strength of the proposed 

algorithm.  

 

                         7. FUTURE SCOPES 

 

In future work, we can use better and fast routing strategy 

for path establishment and use effective fields for detecting 

packet. We can enhance the table entries at recipient to get 

the detection of pair of malicious nodes faster and improve 

conformance procedure. 
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